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The Top 7 Art Exhibitions to see in London this week 27/05/18
Art critic Tabish Khan brings you ‘The Top 7 Art Exhibitions to see in London’ this week. Each one comes with a concise review to help you decide whether it’s for you. Hurry, as all
close soon:
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A Devotion @ Someth1ng Gallery (http://someth1ng.com/)
Artist couple Fran Gi ard and David Wightman combine forces in this two person show that brings together brightly coloured mountain landscapes with beautiful birds on diary pages, so
that you have a piece of the artist’s life within each work. Plus the gallery in Honor Oak Park is a new nd for me, and it’s always great to come across a space I’ve never been to. Until 9
June.

(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/05/27/top-7-art-exhibitions-

see-london-week-270518/orphan-dance/)
Osias Yanov: Orphan Dance @ Gasworks (https://www.gasworks.org.uk/exhibitions/osias-yanov-2018-04-12/)
Throbbing music leads me into a green space with purple lighting. Roombas rove around a space that includes swipe card barriers. It’s as if the machines have their own party going on
and no humans are required. It’s a playful look at the future and where our interaction with machines is heading. Until 10 June.
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Gogottes: A Rift in Time @ Eskenazi (https://www.eskenazi.co.uk/en-gb/exhibitions/gogottes-a-rift-in-time)
Beautifully carved sculptures stand before me. They weren’t carved by human hands, but by nature. Gogottes are rare sandstone sculptures found in Northern France and their twisting
forms are stunning. Until 1 June.
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art-exhibitions-see-london-week-270518/lee-and-clinton-1-2017-copy_0/)
Work in process @ The Photographers’ Gallery (https://thephotographersgallery.org.uk/whats-on/exhibition/work-process)
Natural instinct is to head into the main exhibitions but head downstairs into the print sales gallery for a small exhibition of female artists looking at the photographic surface. Favourites
include Alma Haser’s work which re-arranges portraits using jigsaw pieces to create a new identity and the lovely lumpy textures of Felicity Hammond’s work. Until 9 June.

(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/05/27/top-7-art-exhibitions-see-london-week-270518/imran_perretta_front_004-1200x675/)
Jerwood / FVU Awards @ Jerwood Space (http://www.jerwoodvisualarts.org/projects/jerwoodfvu-awards-2018-unintended-consequences/)
Two commissioned mark the fth year of this award. I was particularly impressed by Imran Peretta’s powerful work about migrants and how they are treated when they arrive in another
country. It’s a particularly relevant topic and the right balance between political impact and artistic expression. Until 3 June.
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Molly Soda: Me and my gurls @ Annka Kultys (http://www.annkakultys.com/exhibitions/me-and-my-gurls/)
Artist Molly Soda takes on the world of Youtube to expose it in all its hateful and supportive commenters in this exhibition. A basic make up tutorial draws out all the insults around aspects
of her appearance that she needs to ‘ x’, but there’s also hope from those who try to shut down the trolls. It’s the comments section on Youtube so it’s not exactly a hotbed of nuanced
debate with arguments breaking out all over the place. Throw in balloons in the gallery and Youtube snapshots across the walls and it’s as if we’ve stepped into the screen itself. Until 6
June.
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Kubatana @ Kristin Hjellegjerde (https://kristinhjellegjerde.com/exhibitions/location/1)

Two artists look at life in Zimbabwe post-Mugabe – a country in recovery. The sculptures of Takunda Regis Billiat stand out integrating objects that give a narrative to each work — cow
horns symbolise status while broken telephones the crumbling infrastructure. Until 2 June.
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Art Critic for both FAD and Londonist. See as many exhibitions as possible and write reviews, opinion pieces and a weekly top 5 for FAD.
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Snoopy, Charlie Brown and co. are heading to Somerset House (https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/06/237946/)

(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/06/237946/)

Coming soon: Banksy and his greatest hits 2002 -2008
(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/04/coming-soon-banksy-greatest-hits-2002-2008/)

(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/04/coming-soon-banksy-greatest-hits2002-2008/)
Unit London launch new 6,000 sq foot space with

(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/04/unit-london-launch-new-6000-sq-foot-space-with-ryan-hewett-exhibition/)

Ryan Hewett exhibition
(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/04/unitlondon-launch-new-6000-sq-foot-space-with-

ryan-hewett-exhibition/)
(https://fadmagazine.com/2018/06/04/artists-douglas-gordon-sarah-lucas-and-robert-del-naja-3d-create-exclusive-limited-edition-artworks-to-bene t-palestinian-refugee-children/)
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PARTNERS
ART NIGHT (http://www.artnight.london)
BLOCK UNIVERSE (http://blockuniverse.co.uk)
MONIKER (http://monikerartfair.com)
THE ARMORY SHOW (https://www.thearmoryshow.com)
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